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Abstract
We study a combinatorial notion where given a set of lattice points
one takes the set of all sums of subsets of a fixed size, and we ask if the
given set comes from a convex lattice polytope whether the resulting set
also comes from a convex lattice polytope.
1 introduction
Definition 1. Let n ∈ Z≥0, let S be a finite subset of Zn and p ∈ Z, we define
the p-th wedge power of S as follows:
p∧
S := {
∑
m∈T
m|T ⊆ S, #T = p}.
Here we are adding points of Zn coordinate-wise, and #T means the number
of elements of T . This is nonempty whenever 0 ≤ p ≤ #S. If p = 0 the wedge
power is the singleton of the origin in Zn.
The reason for this terminology and notation comes from considering vector
spaces V with a basis of the form vP , P ∈ S, so each basis element corresponds
to a point in S. Each basis element vP1 ∧ . . . ∧ vPp of the exterior power
∧p V
can then be assigned a lattice point, namely P1+ . . .+Pp, and the set of lattice
points you get is
∧p
S. This comes up naturally in the study of toric varieties,
where line bundles L have an action of the torus, and
∧pH0(L,X) also has
such an action, which splits it as a direct sum of pieces indexed by the lattice
points in
∧p
S, with S the set of lattice points in the polytope corresponding
to L.
In [1] they use a different notation, namely
(
S
p
)
to denote the same set. In
this article we are concerned with the case where S is the set of lattice points
of some convex bounded set in Zn. We investigate whether the set
∧p
S is also
the set of lattice points of a convex set. It turns out however that there is a
simple counterexample:
So if S is {(0, 1), (1, 0), (−1,−1), (0, 0)} then
∧2
S is
{(−1,−1), (−1, 0), (0,−1), (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1)}, or
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which is not the set of lattice points of anything convex, as (0, 0) is missing.
But it turns out the counterexamples are very limited. Before we can state our
theorem we give the following definitions.
Definition 2. By a lattice point we mean a point in Euclidean space with inte-
ger coordinates. A (convex) lattice polytope is the convex hull of any nonempty
finite set of lattice points in Euclidean space.
Definition 3. We call two lattice polytopes P,Q equivalent if there is an affine
transformation T : Rn −→ Rn with T (Zn) = Zn such that T (P ) = Q.
Theorem 4. Let P ⊂ R2 be a convex lattice polytope not equivalent to any of
etcetera.
Then for all 0 ≤ p ≤ N the set
∧p
(P ∩ Z2) is the set of lattice points of some
convex lattice polytope. Here N = #(P ∩ Z2).
It turns out that in dimensions higher than two there is little hope of a
positive result. In section 3 we give a counterexample where P is a multiple of
the standard simplex in 3D.
2 Convexity of the wedge power
In this section we prove theorem 4. We first prove some lemmas. Henceforth
we will write
∧p
P in stead of
∧p
(P ∩Zn). Given a finite set S ⊂ Zn we say it
is ‘convex’ if it is the set of lattice points of some convex lattice polytope.
Lemma 5. Let P be a convex lattice polytope and N = #(P ∩ Zn). If
∧p
P is
‘convex’ then
∧N−p
P is also ‘convex’. Here 0 ≤ p ≤ N .
Proof. Let u0 be the sum of all lattice points of P . The result follows from the
equality
N−p∧
P = u0 −
p∧
P.
We will use this lemma to reduce to the case where p ≤ N/2. If v is a vertex
of a polytope P we will denote by Pv the convex hull of P ∩ Zn\{v}.
Lemma 6. Let P be a convex lattice polytope and p an integer. If
∧p
Pv is
‘convex’ for every vertex v of P , and
conv
p∧
P =
⋃
v vertex
conv
p∧
Pv,
then
∧p
P is ‘convex’.
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Proof. For a set to be ‘convex’ means that every lattice point in its convex hull
is an element of the set. So let m ∈ conv
∧p
P , we prove that it is in
∧p
P . By
the equality m belongs to some conv
∧p
Pv. And because
∧p
Pv is ‘convex’ it
follows that m ∈
∧p
Pv, and so m ∈
∧p
P .
This will be used to prove the theorem by induction on N , the number of
lattice points.
Lemma 7. Let P be an n-dimensional convex lattice polytope with N lattice
points and let 1 ≤ p ≤ N − 1. Suppose
⋂
v vertex
conv
p∧
Pv 6= ∅,
and suppose that every facet E of P with at least N−p+1 lattice points satisfies
conv
e−N+p∧
E =
⋃
v vertex
conv
e−N+p∧
Ev,
where e = #E ∩ Zn, then
conv
p∧
P =
⋃
v vertex
conv
p∧
Pv.
This lemma allows us to satisfy the requirement of lemma 6
Proof. Let u ∈
⋂
v vertex conv
∧p
Pv. Let m0 ∈ conv
∧p
P , we have to prove
that m0 is in some conv
∧p
Pv. Of course we can suppose that m0 is not equal
to u, because then the conclusion would be obvious. We claim there exists a
facet F of conv
∧p
P such that m0 is in the convex hull of F ∪ {u}. To see
this, project m0 away from u onto the boundary of conv
∧p
P . Let us call this
boundary point m1, so m0 lies on the line segment [u,m1]. Then m1 belongs to
some facet F of conv
∧p
P , so m0 ∈ conv({u} ∪ F ).
Let ℓ : Rn −→ R be any linear map with the property that F is the set of
points in conv
∧p
P where ℓ attains its maximum. Call this maximum c.
For any vertex w of F we know that w can be written as
∑
m∈S m for some
S ⊂ P ∩ Zn of size p. Let a be the minimal value that ℓ attains on S, and
let b be the number of m ∈ S with ℓ(m) = a. Then every point m′ of P ∩ Zn
with ℓ(m′) > a will be in S, otherwise taking some m ∈ S with ℓ(m) = a and
summing over the set (S ∪ {m′})\{m} would yield a point of conv
∧p
P where
ℓ achieves a greater value than c = ℓ(w). Now we have
S = (S ∩ ℓ−1(a)) ∪
⋃
i≥a+1
(P ∩ Zn ∩ ℓ−1(i)), and so
p = #S = b+
∑
i≥a+1
#(P ∩ Zn ∩ ℓ−1(i))
Since p does not depend on the choice of w, we conclude that a and b do
not depend on the choice of w either. For instance if a′ < a then the sum
b′+
∑
i≥a′+1#(S ∩ ℓ
−1(i)) includes the term #(S ∩ ℓ−1(a)), which is at least b,
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and b′ > 0, so this expression must be greater than the one with a and b instead
of a′ and b′. Now there are two cases.
Case 1: a is not the minimum that ℓ attains on P .
In this case let v be any vertex of P with ℓ(v) < a (for instance one where ℓ at-
tains its minimum on P ). Then all vertices w of F are contained in conv
∧p Pv,
and therefore so is F . Since u is also in conv
∧p
Pv, and m0 ∈ conv({u} ∪ F )
we conclude that m0 ∈ conv
∧p
Pv, as desired.
Case 2: a is the minimum that ℓ attains on P .
In this case E := P ∩ ℓ−1(a) is a face of P . Let e = #E ∩Zn and let u1 be the
sum of all lattice points in P\E (there are N − e such points). Then
F = u1 + conv
p+e−N∧
E.
This follows from our analysis of vertices w of F , and it also follows that p +
e −N ≥ 1. Since F is n− 1-dimensional, so is E, so E is a facet. This means
we can use the hypothesis of the lemma:
conv
e−N+p∧
E =
⋃
v vertex
conv
e−N+p∧
Ev.
The union is of course over the vertices of E. Recall from the beginning of
the proof that we projected m0 to the boundary of conv
∧p
P , yielding a point
m1 ∈ F . Now m1 − u1 is in the left hand side of the above equation, hence it
belongs to some conv
∧e−N+p
Ev. Therefore we have
m1 ∈ u1 + conv
e−N+p∧
Ev ⊂ conv
p∧
Pv.
Since u also belongs to the right hand side of this inclusion, and m0 ∈ [m1, u],
we conclude that m0 ∈ conv
∧p
Pv, finishing the proof.
As a corollary we obtain
Lemma 8. If P is a convex lattice polygon with N = #(P ∩ Z2) ≥ 4 and if
1 ≤ p ≤ N/2 is an integer such that
⋂
v vertex
conv
p∧
Pv 6= ∅,
then
conv
p∧
P =
⋃
v vertex
conv
p∧
Pv.
Proof. Suppose first that P is two-dimensional. Let E be a face of P with
e = #(E ∩ Z2) ≥ N − p+ 1. If we can prove that
conv
e−N+p∧
E =
⋃
v vertex
conv
e−N+p∧
Ev
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then we can apply lemma 7 and we are done. Let p′ = e−N + p, then 1 ≤ p′ ≤
e − 2, by the assumptions that p ≤ N/2 and N ≥ 4. This also gives e ≥ 3. Of
course E is just a line segment and it has exactly two vertices namely the end
points. Taking the sum of p′ lattice points of this line segment that aren’t end
points we find an element of
⋂
v vertex conv
∧p′
Ev, which is therefore non-empty.
This actually allows us to apply lemma 7 to E and p′ with n = 1. all we have
to check is that no facet of E has more than e− p′ lattice points. But of course
facets of E consist of just one point so this is fine. This also deals with the case
when P is one-dimensional as we can then apply the same reasoning to P that
we applied to E.
Lemma 9. Let P be a convex lattice polytope and 1 ≤ p ≤ N = #(P ∩ Zn) an
integer, then for any bigger polytope Q containing P we have
⋂
v vertex
p∧
Pv ⊂
⋂
v vertex
p∧
Qv.
So if the left hand side is non-empty, then so is the right hand side.
Proof. Let m ∈
⋂
v vertex
∧p
Pv, we prove it is in
⋂
w vertex
∧p
Qw. Let w be
a vertex of Q, we have to show that m ∈
∧pQw. If w /∈ P then we have
m ∈
∧p
Pv ⊂
∧p
P ⊂
∧p
Qw and we are done, so suppose w ∈ P . Then w is a
vertex of P , so m ∈
∧p Pw ⊂
∧pQw and we are done.
Lemma 10. If P is a convex lattice polygon with N = #(P ∩ Z2) ≥ 5 then
⋂
v vertex
p∧
Pv 6= ∅,
for all integers 1 ≤ p ≤ N/2.
Proof. Let us call a polygon p-good if
⋂
v vertex
∧p
Pv 6= ∅. Let us call a polygon
good if it is p-good for all integers 1 ≤ p ≤ N/2, so we have to prove that all
polygons with at least 5 lattice points are good. Note that if one polygon is
p-good, then any polygon containing the given one is also p-good, by lemma 9.
So if P is a polygon with an odd number of vertices and some Pv is good then
P is also good. This means it is enough to prove the lemma for polygons with
five lattice points and polygons with an even number of lattice points (at least
six).
Note that if a polygon has at least p lattice points that aren’t vertices then
it is p-good, because the sum of p lattice points that aren’t vertices is in the
intersection
⋂
v vertex
∧p
Pv. So if P has at most N/2 vertices then it is good.
We now prove the lemma for polygons with five, six or eight lattice points, by
checking it explicitly for those with more than N/2 vertices. We begin with the
case N = 5, at least 3 vertices.
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Note that all of these are 1-good, as they all have at least one lattice point that
isn’t a vertex. For the first one you have (1, 0) + (1, 2) = (0, 1) + (2, 1), for the
second you have (1, 0) + (0, 2) = (0, 1) + (1, 1), for the third we have (0, 1) +
(1, 0) = (0, 0) + (1, 1) and for the fourth we have (0, 0) + (3, 0) = (1, 0) + (2, 0).
In each case we found an element of
∧2 P which for any vertex v can always be
written as a sum of two distinct lattice points in P\{v}. So they are all 2-good,
and hence good. We now continue with the case N = 6 where there are at least
4 vertices.
a
b
c d e f
a
b
cdef
d fe
a cb
a
b
c d
e f a
b
c d
e f
a
b
c
d
e
f
All of these polygons are 1-good and 2-good as removing any vertex yields a
polygon with five vertices and we already checked that they are 1-good and
2-good. We now show they are all 3-good and hence good. On the top row
from left to right we have d + e + f = d + b + a, e + d + c = b + d + a
and a + b + f = d + b + c. On the bottom row from left to right we have
a+ c+ d = e + c+ b, e+ c+ d = e+ f + b and b + d + f = e+ d+ c. In each
case there is no vertex that appears on both sides of the equation, so they are
all 3-good, and hence good. Finally we move on to the case N = 8 where there
are at least five vertices.
a b
c d e f
g h
a b c
d e f g
h
a b c
d e f
g h
a b c
d e f g
h
a b c
d e f g
h
a b c
d e f g
h
a b
c d e f
g h
a b
c d e f
g h
a b
c d e f
g h
a
b c d e f
g h
a
b c d e f
g h
a
b c d e f
g h
a
b c d
e f g
h
All of these polygons are 1-good, 2-good and 3-good, as removing two vertices
gives a polygon with six vertices, for which we already proved this. We have
to prove that they are 4-good. The polygons on the first two rows all contain
something equivalent to the polygon
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d fe
a cb
which is 4-good as a + b + e + f = b + c + d + e, so on the first and the sec-
ond row all polygons are good. On the third row from left to right we have:
a+d+e+g = b+c+d+h, b+e+f+g = a+e+f+h and a+c+e+g = c+d+e+f .
On the fourth row we have a+c+e+h= c+d+e+f , b+e+f+g = c+d+e+h
and a+ c+ e+ h = b+ d+ f + g. So they are all good.
Now we prove that all polygons with more than eight lattice points are good.
We do so by induction. So let P be a polygon with N = #(P ∩ Z2) ≥ 9. If N
is odd then we simply remove a vertex and by induction the resulting polygon
is good so P is also good. So suppose N ≥ 10 is even. Again by removing a
vertex and applying the induction hypothesis we conclude that P is p-good for
all 1 ≤ p ≤ N/2− 1, so we only have to prove that P is p-good with p = N/2.
If P has at most N/2 vertices we are done because we can then just take the
sum of p lattice points that aren’t vertices and this will be in
⋂
v vertex
∧p
Pv.
So suppose P has at least N/2 + 1 vertices. Then P must have at least one
edge with only two lattice points. Let E be such an edge. Take a unimodular
transformation so that E = [(0, 0), (1, 0)] and P ⊂ R×R≥0. Then P contains
some point of the form (t, 1). So t ∈ [a, a + 1] for some integer a. Applying a
transformation of the form (x, y) 7→ (x − ay, y) we get t ∈ [0, 1]. Now either P
contains a lattice point of the form (b, c) with b ≤ 0, c ≥ 1 or it contains a lattice
point of the form (b, c) with b, c ≥ 1. In the first case (0, 1) ∈ P , as (0, 1) would
be in the convex hull of (0, 0), (t, 1) and (b, c). In the second case (1, 1) ∈ P as
(1, 1) would be in the convex hull of (1, 0), (t, 1) and (b, c). So there exists at
least one integer b such that (b, 1) ∈ P . Let b0 be the smallest such integer and
b1 the greatest.
Case 1: b0 < b1
In this case we set
Q = conv(P ∩ Z2\{(0, 0), (1, 0), (b0, 1), (b0 + 1, 1)}),
which is a subset of P with N − 4 lattice points, so by induction it is (N − 4)/2-
good. Said differently, it is p − 2-good. Let u ∈
⋂
v vertex
∧p−2Qv. We claim
that u′ := u+ (b0 + 1, 1) ∈
⋂
v vertex
∧p
Pv so that P is p-good and hence good.
To prove the claim, let v be any vertex of P . If v = (0, 0) or v = (b0 + 1, 1) we
can write u′ as the sum of (1, 0), (b0, 1) and u, which in turn is a sum of p− 2
distinct lattice points of Q, so u′ ∈
∧p
Pv. If v = (1, 0) or v = (b0, 1) then we
can write u′ as the sum of (0, 0), (b0 + 1, 1) and u which in turn is a sum of
p− 2 distinct lattice points of Q, so u′ ∈
∧p
Pv. If v is none of the above then
v is in fact a vertex of Q and we can write u′ as the sum of (1, 0), (b0, 1) and u,
which in turn is a sum of p− 2 distinct lattice points of Qv, so u′ ∈
∧p Pv. We
conclude that u′ ∈
⋂
v vertex
∧p
Pv, so P is p-good and hence good.
Case 2: b0 = b1
In this case P has only one lattice point of the form (b, 1) with b an integer.
Using the transformation (x, y) 7→ (x+y−by, y) we can suppose that (1, 1) ∈ P .
Since (0, 1) and (2, 1) are not in P the point (1, 1) can’t possibly be a vertex of
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P . It also follows that P\[(0, 0), (1, 0)] is contained in the region of points (x, y)
satisfying 0 < x < y + 1, y > 0. Now if (1, 2) /∈ P then P\[(0, 0), (1, 0)] is con-
tained in the region of points (x, y) satisfying x > y/2, and likewise if (2, 2) /∈ P
then P is contained in the region of points (x, y) satisfying x < y/2 + 1. These
can’t both be the case, because then P would be contained in such a narrow
region that it would have to be a triangle with vertices (0, 0), (1, 0), (c, 2c− 1),
for some positive integer c, but this is excluded as we are assuming P to have
at least N/2 + 1 ≥ 6 vertices. So either (1, 2) ∈ P or (2, 2) ∈ P or both. Using
the transformation (x, y) 7→ (1 + y − x, y) we can assume (1, 2) ∈ P .
Suppose (1, 2) is not a vertex of P . Then we define the polygon
Q = conv(P ∩ Z2\{(0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1), (1, 2)})
which has N − 4 lattice points. By the induction hypothesis Q is p − 2-good
with p = N/2. Let u ∈
⋂
v vertex
∧p−2
Qv. We claim that u
′ := u + (2, 3) ∈⋂
v vertex
∧p
Pv so that P is p-good and hence good. Let v be a vertex of P . By
our assumption and what we have seen before v cannot be (1, 1) or (1, 2). Now
u′ can be written as the sum of (1, 1), (1, 2) and u which in turn is a sum of
p− 2 lattice points of Q distinct from v. So u′ ∈
⋂
v vertex
∧p
Pv, so P is p-good
and hence good.
So we can assume that (1, 2) is a vertex of P . If (2, 2) happens to be a point
of P but not a vertex we can apply the same reasoning to conclude that P is
good, so we can also assume that (2, 2) is either not in P , or it is a vertex of
P . However both cases will lead to contradiction. In the first case P will be
a quadrangle with vertices (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 2) and (c, 2c− 1) and in the second
case it will be a pentagon with vertices (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2) and (c, 2c− 1)
(for some positive integer c). Both of these contradict our assumption that P
has at least N/2 + 1 ≥ 6 vertices.
Proof of theorem 4. We prove this by induction onN , the number lattice points.
Note that the cases p = 0 and p = 1 are always trivial, and that we can always
reduce to the case p ≤ N/2 using lemma 5. We begin with the case where
N ≤ 4 but P is not the exception with four lattice points. Then P is either
a single point, a line with two lattice points, a line with three lattice points, a
line with four lattice points, something equivalent to the triangle with vertices
(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1), or something equivalent to the square [0, 1]× [0, 1]. In case
P is a line with N lattice points
∧p
P is a line with
(
N
p
)
lattice points. If P
is the square then
∧2
P is {(1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1)}, which is ‘convex’.
Everything else reduces to the case p = 1 or p = 0 using lemma 5.
The whole idea of the proof is that given a polygon P with N ≥ 5 and a
positive integer p ≤ N/2 if the theorem is true for all the
∧p
Pv then the the-
orem is true for
∧p P . This is because by lemma 10 the condition of lemma 8
is satisfied which in turn means the condition of lemma 6 is satisfied. One can
always reduce to the case p ≤ N/2 using lemma 5. Because of this reasoning
we already know by induction that the theorem is true for polygons that don’t
contain any of the exceptional polygons.
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We now prove that even for the exceptions
∧p P will be ‘convex’ if p /∈
{2, N − 2} and N ≥ 6. As always we assume p ≤ N/2 and p /∈ {0, 1}. So p ≥ 3.
We prove it by induction starting with the case N = 6,
The only case to look at is p = 3. It turns out the
∧3
of this polygon is
which is ‘convex’. Now suppose N is at least seven. It is enough to prove it for
3 ≤ p ≤ N/2. But upon removing any vertex we either get something that does
not contain any exceptional polygon, for which we already proved the theorem,
or we get the exceptional polygon with N − 1 lattice points, for which we know
the
∧p
is ‘convex’ by induction.
Now we prove the theorem for the remaining polygons. So N ≥ 5 and P is
not equivalent to one of the exceptions. Again we work with induction and we
assume p ≤ N/2, so that it is enough if
∧p
Pv is ‘convex’ for every vertex v of
P . This will be the case by the induction hypothesis, except when Pv is one of
the exceptions. Suppose Pv is one of the exceptions. If Pv has at least six lattice
points then by the above argument
∧p Pv is ‘convex’ if p is not 2 orN−3. The in-
equalities p ≤ N/2 and N ≥ 7 ensure that p 6= N−3. So if N ≥ 7 the only thing
left to check is that
∧2 P is ‘convex’. So Pv = conv((−1,−1), (0, 1), (N − 4, 0))
and v can only be (−1, 0), (0,−1) or (1, 1). Now any lattice point of conv
∧2
P
belongs to 2P and can hence be written as a sum of two lattice points of P .
The only thing that can go wrong is if those two lattice points of P are equal.
So we have to show that if m ∈ P ∩ Z2 and 2m ∈ conv
∧2 P then 2m is the
sum of two distinct points. Because 2m ∈ conv
∧2
P , m cannot be a vertex of
P . Therefore m is of the form (a, 0) with 0 ≤ a ≤ N − 5, and one easily checks
that regardless of which element of {(−1, 0), (0,−1), (1, 1)} v is equal to, we can
always write 2m as the sum of two distinct elements of P ∩ Z2.
All that remains to be done is to check the theorem when N ≤ 6 and for
some vertex v of P we have that Pv is one of the exceptions. Up to equivalence
the following are the only possibilities for P :
The case p = 2 follows by the exact same argument as above. For the first one
this is all we have to check as N = 5. For the other two we also have to check
that
∧3 P is ‘convex’. Calculating this for these two polygons we get
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and these are indeed ‘convex’, so we are done.
3 A 3D counterexample
As in the previous section we will write
∧p
P in stead of
∧p
(P ∩ Zn). It turns
out that in three dimensions convexity fails even for
42∧
(conv((0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 6), (0, 6, 0), (6, 0, 0))).
To see this consider the following diagram of the lattice points in
P := conv((0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 6), (0, 6, 0), (6, 0, 0)) :
The first triangle consists of the points with third coordinate zero, the second
triangle consists of the points with third coordinate one, etcetera.
Of the 84 points 40 are blue, 40 are olive green and 4 are red. In fact the
four red points span a plane that separates the blue points from the olive green
points. The four red points have coordinates P1 := (5, 0, 0), P2 := (1, 5, 0),
P3 := (2, 2, 1), P4 := (0, 1, 3) respectively. One can see that P1+P2+P4 = 3P3,
so they indeed span a plane. In fact the simplest counterexample to convexity of
the wedgeset in 2 dimensions also has four lattice points and that configuration
is equivalent to the one of the four red points in this setting. In fact the sum
of the blue points plus
∧2{P1, P2, P3, P4} will span a (2D) facet of conv
∧42
P ,
and the intersection of this facet with
∧42 P is exactly the sum of the blue
points plus
∧2{P1, P2, P3, P4}. Since
∧2{P1, P2, P3, P4} is not ‘convex’, neither
is
∧42
P . To be specific, the sum of all the blue points plus 2P3 is in conv
∧42
P
but not in
∧42
P , as 2P3 can not be written as the sum of two distinct red
points.
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